, //jt be hyperplanes in general position in P m with m > 2. Let A\,... ,Ak be pure (n -1 )-dimensional analytic subsets of C" with codim A t n Aj > 2 whenever / ^ j. Then any linearly nondegenerate meromorphic maps / g,h: C" -> P m with f\Aj = g\Aj = h\Aj and with/'(//,) = g~\H } ) = h~\Hj) = A } for j = 1,...,k satisfy Property (P) if k = 2>m + 1. Consequently such /, g, h are algebraically dependent. If even n > rank / = rank g = rank h = m, then k = m + 3 suffices. , then W cannot contain more than m + 1 algebraically independent maps. This theorem is in fact a generalization of the Cartan-Nevanlinna theorem (i.e., take n = m = 1 and replace "algebraically dependent maps" by "maps" in the above theorem) in 1928.
, is that if Hj are hyperplanes in P m in general position and vj are divisors on C" whose supports have no common irreducible components for j = I,... ,m + 2 and if W is the set of meromorphic maps /: C" -* P m with f*(Hj) = Vj for j = 1,..., m + 2, (f*(Hj) is the pull-back of the divisor of Hj on ~P m by /), then W cannot contain more than m + 1 algebraically independent maps. This theorem is in fact a generalization of the Cartan-Nevanlinna theorem (i.e., take n = m = 1 and replace "algebraically dependent maps" by "maps" in the above theorem) in 1928.
In this paper, we shall give some analogous results which are without multiplicities. For this kind of problem, Cartan declared [C2] that there are at most two meromorphic functions /, g on C such that fl (dj) = g~l(cij) for four distinct aj € P 1 . Cartan's proof appears to have a gap. But some of his original ideas are used in this paper. We also need to use some of Shiffman' We say that f.g.h e ^(C" ,P m , k) satisfy Property (P) if for each fixed p = (p 0 , ...,p m )e C™ +1 := C m+l -{0}, for all but at most four values of / in the set {1,..., k}, there exist (A,-, fit, Uj) eC^ = C 3 -{0}, such that (l 4) h (Pofo + ---+ Pmfm) MijPQgQ THEOREMB. ///, g,h e^B(C n ,P m , 3/w+l) with m>2, then f, g, h satisfy Property (P). Consequently f, g, h are algebraically dependent.
REMARK. By [Dl] , if k > m + 3, ^(C",P m , A;) contains at most one map. By [S5, S6] , if k > 3m + 1, J%(C", P w , k) contains at most one map. 
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2. Preliminaries. We give or review some notions and definitions (cf. [S7, S8] ). > 1} is analytic and contained in S. Codim/y > 2. We can assume S = If. In this paper, we always assume that Y is algebraic and compact.
(b) Let V be a complex vector space of dimension m + 1. Put F» = V -{0}. Then C* = C -{0} acts by multiplication on F*. The quotient space P(F) := V*/C* is the projective space associated to V. Let P: F* -*• P{V) be the residual map. If A C V, define P(A) := {P(a)|0 ^ a e A}. Let S and X be as in (a). Let /: X -S -> P(F) be a holomorphic map. Let * € X and U be an open connected neighborhood of x. A holomorphic map 4>f'. U -»• F is called a representation off at x if 0/ ^ 0 and if /(z) = P(0/(z)) for all z € £/ -5 with </>/(z) ^ 0. If /: C" ->• 7 is a meromorphic map, and u is a divisor on 7 with /(C") ^ suppv, and /*v is the pull-back divisor ofv by /, we abbre- ;r,s) and N(v A ;r,s 
) -N(A;r,s).
(c) Let /: C" -* 7 be meromorphic. Let L be a hermitian holomorphic line bundle over Y with a metric h. The characteristic function of f is denned by is a well-defined function of y and a. Let a e P(r(7, L)) and assume /(C) ^ supp// a , where /<« is the associated divisor of a. Then ||/, aWhj ^ 0 and the proximity function 
/ log a<Clog + (T f {r,s))
We need the following Lemma 3.2. The simplified proof of this lemma given below is due to W. Stoll.
For Lemma 3.2, some preparation is needed.
^0} is open inC. Since U = P~l(P(U)), the image U := P(U) is open in P"" 1 and P"" 1 -U = P({0} x C"" 1 ) is a hyperplane in P"" 1 . Now E := {1} x C"" 1 is an affine plane in C of dimension n -1 with E C U. The restriction P : Then u i,... ,u n is an orthonormal base of C n . The dual base u \,..., u* n of (C)* is orthonormal. Put «* := P(w*). Pick x e U. Then e = (e x ,...,e n ) -P" 1^) x E satisfies u\(e) = e\ = 1 and \e\ > 1. Hence Apply (4.15) to (4.13), we obtain (4.11). Then apply (4.11) to (4.13), we obtain (4.12). D 
Proof for holomorphic curves.
In this section, we prove Theorem B when n = 1. Although this case is only for holomorphic curves, the method of proof will be essentially used for the remaining cases of Theorems A, B and C. Then by (4.6) we prove (5.5).
• (a, p, y) , where p, r\ are meromorphic functions. Differentiating, we conclude that (a", P", y") is a linear combination of (a, p, y) and (a',P',y').
•
The proof of Theorem B when n = 1.
(1) Let fg,h e 3 r B (C,P m ,3m + 1). Let &> be associated to J^(C,P w ,3m+ 1) as in Lemma 5.1.
It suffices to show that for each p e &, for all but at most four G {1,..., 3m + 1} (here the condition m > 2 is used), where F(f, p, i) , G(g, p, i), H{h, p, i) are defined as in (5.3). In fact, assume that the statement above has been proved, we prove that /, g, h satisfy Property (P) as follows: for any p -(p 0 ,.... p m ) Let
Since f,g,hare linearly non-degenerate and the assumption in (6.1), K is a proper analytic subset of C.
Take a = (a,,..., a n ) e C n -K. Since n > 2, let e = (e x ,..., e n ) e £:={1}XC"~' (see §3). Then define a meromorphic function <p ae = (pae{f,g,h,p,i) (O) .
Then by (6.2) and (6.5), we obtain (6.4). Proof.
(1) Suppose that there is some open subset U cC n -K such that <p ae (0) = 0 for all a e U and all e e E. From Lemma 6.1, it implies that Aj(a) -0 for all a e U and for j = 1,... ,n. Since Aj are meromorphic, we know (6.7) Aj = 0 onC" for j = 1,... ,n.
We shall find a contradiction with (6.7).
For any (z 1 , z n ) G C" -K, fixing z' G C n~l , by the proof of Lemma 5.3 for F{z',-) ^ 0, G(z',-) £ 0, #(z', •) ^ 0, there is constant (A(z'),/2(z'),£(z')) e c3 such that
The second identity is because F\A = G\A = H\A ^ 0 for k > 2.
For any z G C n -K, we solve (6.9) to obtain (6.10) So, for any ^ ^ 0, we obtain a solution (A, /z, z^) for (6.9) on C n -K, with [i ^ 0 and A ^ 0. If we fix v ^ 0 to be a meromorphic function, then (X(z),fi (z), u(z) ) is a solution for (6.9) on all of C", where X £ 0, /z ^ 0 are also meromorphic functions.
Such (X,fi,v) is not unique, but for any z eC" -K, are uniquely determined by (6.9) because of (6.10). We want to prove that such X/v, fi/u, Xjn are constant on C n from (6.7), which is contrary to (6.1). Thus the lemma is proved.
(4) For any z = (z', z n ) G C" -K, by (6.8) and the uniqueness property in (3), assume v{z') / 0; then we have
Thus i.e., for any (z 1 , z n ) G C -K, the meromorphic functions X/fi, v/ji, XIv are independent of z n . So, they are independent of z n on C".
Repeating the same procedure for j = 1,...,«-1, we prove that , v/fi, X/v are independent of Zj for j = 1,...,«. D 7. Proof for Theorems A, B, C. As in §6, assume that n > 2.
and let i e {\,...,m + 3} (resp. {l,...,3m + 1}, or {1,...,A:}). Let F = F(fp,i) , G = G(g,p,i) , H = H(h,p,i) Measure EQ = 0.
(2) For any e e E -EQ and for any j e {1,..., m + 3} with j / /, we shall prove •.
• (7.4) and L* is denned in (3.
3)
The last inequality is because of (7.5) and the fact that if I ej = 0, then N(I ej ;r,s) = 0. 
Fif.p.U) G(g,p,i t ) H(h,p,i t )
= 0, for/=!,..., 5.
